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Chapter 2901

Ruoli hurriedly said: “Master, I’m really different now from before. Great changes have
taken place in all aspects, and they are all changes in the right direction.”

Charlie nodded and said with satisfaction: “I believe these, because I can see it myself.”

As he said, he took out a new mobile phone and handed it to her: “I asked Mr. Issac to
buy this mobile phone before. It was originally intended to be taken with your sister
when she left, but Mr. Issac paid it back.

I kept her mobile phone from before the accident, so I gave her her own mobile phone. I
think I will just keep this mobile phone for you.”

Ruoli hasn’t used a mobile phone for a long time, and hasn’t even learned about outside
consultations through the Internet for a long time, so when she saw this mobile phone,
she seemed very excited.

Young people who are accustomed to smartphones and the Internet, let alone leave
their phones for a day, as long as they are awake and can’t use their phones for more
than two or three hours, they will become anxious.

Naturally, Ruoli is no exception to this point.

She is almost under house arrest in Shangri-La, and there is no channel for receiving
information, so deep down in her heart, she has longed for a mobile phone.

But for this kind of thing, she was naturally embarrassed to talk to Charlie, so she could
only endure that kind of desire.



Seeing him actually took the initiative to give her a new mobile phone, she didn’t know
how happy she was.

Charlie looked amazed when he saw her picking up the phone, and said with a smile: “It
has already been activated, and there is a phone card in it. The phone bill can be
overdrawn indefinitely. You can use it to talk to me or your Mom, contact Mr. Issac, other
people but still try not to…”

“In addition, with this mobile phone, you can always know what is happening outside. If
it is really boring, you can also use it to scan the news, watch a drama, etc. It will not be
so boring.”

Ruoli red eyes and said, “Master, thank you so much. During this period of time, I have
been using my mobile phone even when I was dreaming, and I have already scratched
my heart and liver…”

Charlie nodded, and said, “Before I had some distrust of you, so I didn’t dare to let you
directly have a way to communicate with the outside world. You also need to understand
this.”

She nodded quickly and said, “Don’t worry, Master, I understand this very well!”

“That’s good.” Charlie smiled slightly and said: “There is another good news to tell you.”

Chapter 2902
Ruoli asked hurriedly: “What good news?”

Charlie explained: “According to your mother, this time there are eleven people from
your He family, including her. Among these eleven, your mother is the only woman. For
reasons of convenience, instead of arranging her to live in that riverside villa, let her live
in Shangri-La.”

After speaking, Charlie said again: “To be more specific, arrange for her to live in the
same room with you.”

“Really!?” Ruoli was extremely excited when she heard this!



She originally thought that it would not be so convenient for her mother to meet her with
grandpa. After all, every time she came to see her, she would definitely be exposed.
She was not afraid of anything. She was afraid that if her identity was exposed, she
would give Charlie trouble.

Now, Charlie plans to arrange for her mother to her room directly, which is a great
surprise for her.

He smiled slightly: “Of course I won’t lie to you. They should be here in the evening. I
will make arrangements at that time, so you can wait with peace of mind.”

Ruoli was very excited, and respectfully said, “Thank you, Master!”

Charlie waved his hand: “You don’t need to thank me for such a small matter.”

With that, he looked at the time and said, “Okay, I won’t stay any longer, I will explain to
Issac and Orvel, so that they can also be prepared.”

After that, Charlie stood up and said, “I’m leaving.”

“Master…” Ruoli hurriedly stopped him, and asked embarrassingly: “Can you wait a
moment, I will register a new WeChat first, and then add you as a friend!”

Charlie nodded, and agreed: “Okay.”

She hurriedly turned on the phone, downloaded WeChat app from the app store, and
quickly registered an account.

She gave her new WeChat a name, and then blushed and said to Charlie: “Master
Wade, let me sweep your…”
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Charlie opened his QR code and handed it to Ruoli.

She scanned it with her mobile phone, and Charlie received a request to add a friend.



He clicked on this request and found that the account that requested to add him as a
friend turned out to be nicknamed “Don’t go anywhere”.

He didn’t understand at first, why Ruoli had such a name.

But when he thought that she had just said unswervingly that she wanted to stay by his
side and told him not to drive her away, Charlie understood her intention of naming her
“Don’t go anywhere”.

“If you want to come, she should be saying, she wants to stay by my side, she won’t go
anywhere, right?”

Charlie was moved in his heart, but didn’t ask too much about this question. He directly
approved the friend’s request to add, and then said to her: “Then I will leave now.”

Ruoli nodded and said hurriedly: “I will take you to the door!”

Ruoli sent Charlie to the door, and he left.

After talking with her this time, he suddenly felt Ruoli’s firmness and softness. These
two completely different feelings were able to appear on the same person so naturally
and harmoniously, which really surprised him.

Moreover, from the bottom of his heart, he also recognized Ruoli a little bit more.

There are some dedicated followers around him, but Ruoli is the strongest among these
people.

Although she was still far away from him, Charlie still had a sense of intimacy towards
her that no one else had.

In a sense, Charlie felt that Ruoli and himself were actually the same kind of people.

Both of them are aliens among ordinary people, and both are running in a different
direction from the others.



Chapter 2904
The only difference is that Charlie ran farther than Ruoli.

Out from Ruoli’s room, he went directly to Issac’s office.

Seeing him coming in, Issac hurriedly asked, “Master, have you finished talking with
Miss Su?”

“It’s over.” Charlie nodded and said: “Mr. Issac, call Orvel and ask him to come over as
soon as possible. I have something to tell you both!”

Hearing that Charlie has important things to do with him, Orvel immediately put down
his work and came to Shangri-La as quickly as possible.

In Issac’s office, Orvel entered the door and saw Charlie, so he hurried forward and
asked respectfully: “Master, what can I do this time?”

Charlie waved at him and said with a smile: “Come here, sit down.”

After speaking, he greeted Issac again: “Mr. Issac.”

Issac and Orvel sat next to Charlie opposite.

Immediately, Charlie said: “I have reached a cooperation with the He family. Starting
today, the He family will send ten top masters to Aurous Hill, ready to be at my
disposal.”

Issac said happily: “Master, this is a good thing! With the He family masters, it can be
regarded as a supplement to Orvel and me. Although we have a lot of manpower
available under our hands, their strength is indeed better than martial arts. People are
much inferior. Sometimes, not only will they not be able to help you, but they will even
drag you back.”

At this time, what Issac thought of was that time with Charlie, going to the Forbidden
Mountain Tunnel to rescue Zhiyu and her mother Liona.



That time, in order to grab time, Charlie jumped down when the helicopter was more
than a dozen meters away from the tunnel entrance, but how could his men have this
ability?

Even if the emergency rope drop was implemented immediately, because the overall
process of rope throwing, inspection, hooking, and the decline was indispensable, it was
nearly a minute slower than Charlie. By the time they chased in, Charlie had already
dealt with the crisis. Solved it single-handedly.

Chapter 2905
In addition, there was also the time when he went to Syria to rescue Melba two days
ago. Charlie parachuted in a way that exceeded the limit of ordinary people, and was
able to sneak into Hamid’s heavily guarded base quietly.

And that time, he himself or none of his staff could walk with Charlie and provide direct
assistance to him.

The reason why such things can’t keep up with the rhythm happen repeatedly is that the
difference in strength is too big.

And Orvel couldn’t help sighing at this moment:

“Master, before me, Mr. Issac, and Liang accompanied you to the Changbai Mountain to
attack the Eight Heavenly Kings, I realized that there is a real gap between our group of
people and your strength.

It’s too big. It’s a critical moment. Let’s not say to help you. If we don’t hinder you, it’s a
high incense. There is indeed some mud that can’t support the wall. If you take He’s
family and let them stay by your side, we will be able to do well. To improve this
embarrassing situation.”

Charlie waved his hand and said with a smile: “I am talking about cooperation with the
He family, and it is not really necessary for the He family to help me.



Charlie said, and continued: “Actually, my plan is to distribute the ten people of the He
family to the two of you, so that they can make up for your shortcomings, and at the
same time can help you cultivate a group of subordinates and improve their overall
strength.”

As soon as Issac heard this, he became excited and blurted out:

“Master, if this is the case, that would be great! Although my staff has undergone the
same high-intensity military training as special forces, they still can’t make a
breakthrough. The upper limit of ordinary people, their own strength is indeed still a lot
worse than those of martial arts masters.”

Charlie nodded, and said:

“The melee strength of martial artists, especially the strength of physical combat, is
indeed far superior to special forces.

However, once the special forces are blessed with thermal weapons, their overall
strength will far exceed those of martial arts, so this time, I plan to integrate the two
together so that the He family can use martial arts to help you and Orvel’s subordinates
to improve their own abilities and melee strength.

Then match them with hot weapons. In this way, the overall strength will be even
greater and balanced.”

Charlie said, “In addition, Mr. Issac, your subordinates who have undergone special
forces training should, in turn, help the He family familiarize themselves with thermal
weapons and other advanced technologies.

This is their shortcoming. Without improvement, the overall combat effectiveness will
still be greatly limited.”

Immediately afterward, Charlie sighed: “When I went to Japan before, I also fought
against ninjas.”

“Some ninjas are similar to Chinese warriors. They are still in the era of physical combat
and cold weapon attacks. However, there are also a group of ninjas that can keep up
with the times and incorporate a lot of modern technology.”



“One thing that impressed me is that their paragliders made of ultra-black paint and a
propulsion fan with a silent lithium battery fly fast in the sky at night.

Not only are they fast, but ordinary people on the ground also can’t detect it. This is the
organic combination of traditional ninjas and modern technology. I think this is an idea
worth learning from.”


